( T R f theory of gravity. Using assumption of constant deceleration parameter and power law variation of Hubble parameter, we get a solution whose physical as well as geometrical nature have been investigated using some physical quantities.
Introduction
Einstein general relativity is the successful theory which explain gravitational phenomena but it fails to resolve some of the problems in cosmology such as the accelerating expansion of the universe. In order to explain the accelerated expansion of the universe, numbers of cosmological models have been proposed by different authors.
) (T f theory of gravity where T is the scalar torsion has been proposed to explain current accelerated expansion without involving dark energy. Ratbay M. [1] has shown that the acceleration of the universe can be understood by ) (T f gravity models. Wei H.
et al [2] tried to constrain ) (T f theories with the fine structure constant. Bamba K. et al [3] studied the cosmological evolution of the equation of state for dark energy with the combination of exponential, logarithmic and ) (T f theories. Another example of modified theory of gravity ) (R f theory of gravity. Many researchers have investigated ) (R f gravity in different contest. Carrol et. al. [4] explained the presence of late time comic acceleration of the universe in ) (R f gravity. Nojiri and Odintsov [5, 6] proved that the ) (R f theory of gravity provides very natural unification of the early time inflation and late time acceleration. Multamaki and Vilja [7, 8] investigated static spherically symmetric vacuum solutions of the field equations and non-vacuum solutions by taking fluid respectively. Capozziello et al [9] used Noether symmetries to study spherically symmetric solutions in ) (R f theory of gravity. Sharif and Shamir [10] studied exact vacuum solutions in Bianchi type-I and V space-times in ) (R f ) theory of gravity. Shamir [11] discussed the plane symmetric vacuum Bianchi type-III cosmology in f (R) gravity. Aktas et al [12] have studied anisotropic models in ) (R f gravity. Reddy et. al. [13] 
Farasat Shamir et al [17] obtained the exact solutions of Bianchi types-I & V models in ) , ( T R f by using the assumption of constant deceleration parameter and variation of law of Hubble parameter. Shamir et. al. [18] and Chaubey & Sukla [19] have discussed Bianchi type-I & V and general class of Bianchi models respectively in f(R,T) gravity by considering R + 2 f(T). Nasir Ahmed and Anirudha Pradhan [20] considered the cosmological consequences of the class for which ). ,
Motivating with the above research work we study exact solutions of Bianchi type-I cosmological model with decaying  in f(R, T) theory of gravity for the class f( R,T) = f 1 (R) + f 2 (T) with the conditions f 1 (R) = µR and f 2 (T) = µT where µ is constant using assumption of constant deceleration parameter and power law variation of Hubble parameter proposed by Berman M. S. [21] . We get a solution whose physical as well as geometrical nature have been investigated using some physical quantities.
Field Equations in
) , ( T R f
Theory of Gravity
The action for ) , ( T R f theory of gravity is given by , ) , ( 16 
called as De Alembert"s operator and i  is the covariant derivative.
The matter source of universe we consider as perfect fluid. The energy momentum tensor for perfect fluid yields
where  , p are energy density and pressure of the fluid respectively and ) 0 ,
Harkoet. al. [14] gives three class of models to solve the field equation of ) , (2) can be written as.
The Einstein field equation with cosmological constant can be written as
From equation (6) and (7), we have
Exact solutions of Bianchi type-I Space-Time
In this section we find exact solutions of Bianchi type-I space time in ) , ( T R f theory of gravity. The line element of Bianchi type-I space-time is given by
where B
A , and C are functions of t only.
From equation (6), we have obtain field equations as
,
where overhead prime denotes derivative w.r.to. t. The
The system of these five non-linear differential equations consists of six undefined function i.e. A, B, C, , p  and  .
Hence to find derministic solution one more condition is necessary , so we consider well known relation between Hubble parameter H and average scale factor a given as (12), equation (12) from equation (13), equation (11) from equation (13), we have , 0
On solving above equations, we get
, exp 
Using equations (19) , (20) and (21), the metric functions are 
(28)
Some Important Physical Quantities
In this section we define some important physical quantities.
The average scale factor and the volume scale factor are defined respectively as under
The generalized mean Hubble parameter H is defined by
where
Hubble parameters in the directions of , , z y x axes respectively. The mean anisotropy parameter A is given by , 3
The expansion scalar  and shear scalar 2
, 2
From equation (15) and (30), we have , 1 . n la a   (35) Hubble"s law of variation parameter gives the constant value of deceleration parameter. This law yields two type of universe (i) power law universe (ii) exponential law universe. The exponential law presents the dynamics of future universe and such type of model does not have reliability with present day observations. Since we are looking for a model, describing the late time acceleration of universe, hence we used the power law expansion for describing nature of the present universe. 
The mean anisotropy parameter A turns out to be n n nlt
The deceleration parameter q in cosmology is the measure of the cosmic accelerated expansion of the universe and is defined as , 1 
Physical Behavior of the Model
From the Fig(1) , we observe that pressure is increasing function of time. It starts from a large negative value and approaches to a small negative value near zero. From the discovery of the accelerated expansion of the universe, it is generally assumed that this cosmic acceleration is due to some kind of energy matter with negative pressure known as "dark energy".
The energy density has been graphed versus time in Fig(2) , It is evident that the energy density remains always positive and decreasing function of time and it converges to zero as t → ∞ as expected.
Also the Fig(3) , is the plot of cosmological term versus time.
We observe that  is decreasing function of time t and it approaches a small positive value at late time (i.e. at present epoch). Hence, with a positive value of the cosmological term  ,the expansion will take place and the universe accelerate as we expected. 
Concluding Remark
In this paper we have obtained exact solutions of Bianchi type-I space time in ) , ( T R f theory of gravity using assumption of constant deceleration parameter and variation law of Hubble parameter. The solution is obtained by using power law expansion.
The cosmological importance of the model is discussed below.
1) Scale factor
, are zero at 0  t hence the model has a point type singularity.
2) The mean generalized Hubble parameter H and mean anisotropy parameter A are all infinite at this point of singularity. 3) At 0  t volume scale factorV vanishes whereas expansion scalar is infinite, this shows that the universe starts evolving with zero volume at 0  t . 4) The cosmological constant  is decreasing function of time and it approaches to a small positive value. This sort of behavior of the cosmological constant is in accordance to the present accelerated behavior of the universe.
